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CLASSIFICATION OF GENERALIZED WITT ALGEBRAS
OVER ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED FIELDSC)
BY

ROBERT LEE WILSON
Abstract.
Let 0> be a field of characteristic p>0 and m, nx,..., nm be integers
ä 1. A Lie algebra W(m : nu ..., nm) over O is defined. It is shown that if í> is algebraically closed then W(m : «i,...,
nm) is isomorphic to a generalized Witt algebra,
that every finite-dimensional generalized Witt algebra over i> is isomorphic to some
W(m : «!,...,

nm), and that

W(m : nu ...,

nm) is isomorphic

to W(s : ru ...,

rs) if

and only if m = s and rt = nam for 1 í/ím
where o is a permutation of {1, ..., m}.
This gives a complete classification of the finite-dimensional generalized Witt algebras
over algebraically closed fields. The automorphism
group of W(m : nx,..., nm) is

determined for p> 3.

Introduction. Let <1>
be a field of characteristic p > 0. Kaplansky [5] (generalizing
earlier definitions by Witt [1], Zassenhaus [11] and Jacobson [2]) has defined a
family of Lie algebras over O in the following manner: Let I={i,j,...}
be a set of
indices, ^ be a total additive group of functionals on 7 with values in <t>,and SC
be a vector space with basis 7x ^. Define a bilinear multiplication in f£ by
[ih °), (j, r)]

= r(i)(j,

<J+r)-cr(j)(i,

a+r).

It is easily seen that ¿if is a Lie algebra. Following Ree [7] we will call such algebras
generalized Witt algebras.
The problem we consider in this paper is the classification of the finite-dimensional generalized Witt algebras over algebraically closed fields. The study of this
problem was begun by Ree [7] who showed that generalized Witt algebras over
algebraically closed fields are isomorphic to certain algebras of derivations. (We
state this result in detail in §2.) We give a complete solution to this problem by
constructing for any field i> of characteristic/? > 0 and any integers m, nu ..., nmä 1
a Lie algebra W(m : «,,...,
nm) over O and proving the following theorem (which
was announced in [10]):
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1. Let 4> be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0.

Then

(a) W(m : nu ..., nm) is isomorphic to a generalized Witt algebra.
(b) Every finite-dimensional generalized Witt algebra over O is isomorphic to some
W(m :nu...,
nm).
(c) The algebras Wim : nx,..., nm) and W(s : ru ..., rs) are isomorphic if and
only ifm = s and ri = nomfor 1 ^i^m
where a is a permutation of {I,...,
m}.

The algebras W(m : n1;..., nm) have been studied by Kostrikin and Safarevic
[6] who have proved a statement equivalent to (a). The conclusion in (c) that

m = s is due to Ree [7, Theorem 12.14].
The definition of W(m : nu ..., nm) is given in §1. The proof of Theorem 1 is
contained in §§2 and 3. In §4 the automorphism group of W(m : nlt..., nm) is

determined for p > 3.
Since several families of nonclassical simple Lie algebras may be defined as
subalgebras of generalized Witt algebras (e.g., [4]), the results of this paper are of
considerable use in the study of nonclassical simple Lie algebras. In particular,
they can be used to prove that all the finite-dimensional nonclassical simple Lie
algebras listed in [9, pp. 105-110] are of Cartan type (in the sense of [6] or [10])
thus effecting a consideiable simplification in the description of the known finitedimensional nonclassical simple Lie algebras. This topic will be treated in a later
paper.

1. Definitions. We begin by defining a family of associative algebras over an
arbitrary field <f>.Let C denote the complex numbers, Z the integers and N the
nonnegative integers. Let A(m) be the set of N valued functions on {1,..., m}.
Define e¡ e A(m) by e¿j)=$y F°r a>ß e A(m) define «1=11 «(/)!, |cc|=2 «0) and
C(a, ß) = YJ C(a(i), ß(i)) (where C(r, s) is the binomial coefficient rl/sl(r-s)}).
Let
sé(m) = C[[xi,...,
(1.1)

xm]]. For a e A(m) define Xa = 01 x%m)/a\ e sé(m). Then
xax» = C(a+

ß,ß)xa

+ l1.

Set sé(m) = {^ aaxa \ aa e Z}^sé(m) where the summation extends over all a e A(m)
and infinite sums are allowed. Then sé(m) is a Z-subalgebra of sé(m). For any

field <P define %(m) = sé(m) (gz O. Then 3l(w) is an associative algebra over <I>.
Denoting x" (g 1 by x" we see that multiplication in 9i(w) satisfies (1.1). For
láiím
denote xE<by x¡.
For 0#2

Vax" e %(m) define |2 aaxa\ =min {|a| | aa#0}.

Define |0| = oo and set

Sü(m)i= {xe%(m) | |x| äi+1}.
Then 2t(m) is a topological
algebra with
{W(m)i | i'S —1} as a base of neighborhoods of 0. Define 2l(m) to be the subalgebra
of 9i(w) consisting of all finite linear combinations of {xa \ a e A(m)}. Then %(m)
is dense in 2i(w). For any subalgebra 9Í of 2l(w) define 9Í¡= 3Í n 9t(w)¡ for all
ieN.
We now define a sequence of divided power operators on 9i(m). These are the
analogues of the mappings x -*■xr/r\ in sé(m).
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Lemma 1. There is a unique sequence of continuous mappings y -*• ym (r e TV) of
5l(m)o z'zzZo
2l(zrz)satisfying:

(1.2) xm=\forallxe%(m)Q.
(1.3) (xa)w = ((ra)\/(a[)rr\)xra

(1.4) (axyr) = arxwfor

for all a e A(m) such that a#0
all ae<i>,xe
9I(m)0 and reN.

and all r e N.

(1.5) (x+y)w = J,¡=o x(Vr " ° for all x, y e %(m)0 and all reN.
Proof. For the coefficient in (1.3) to be interpreted as an element of <t>it must
be an integer. Hence we first show that if O^a g A(m) and r e TVthen (ra)!/(œ!)rz-! g
Z. Since 0/a we may suppose without loss of generality that a(l)^0.
Then

(r«)!/(a!)rr! is the product of (m(l))!/(«( 1)!)'/•! and Yl?=2{(/«(O) !/(«(') 0r}- Now it
suffices to show that each factor is an integer, i.e., if r, b e TVthen (rb)\/(b\)r e Z
and if zj^l then (rb) \/(b\)rr\ e Z. But this is immediate from the fact that

(rb)\/(b\y = UUi cUb, b) together with the observation that if z3#0 then C(jb, b) =

jC(jb-\,b-\).
Now (1.2)—(1.5) define a unique sequence of maps y -*■ym of %(m)0 into %(m).
Since 9l(w) is dense in %(m) these can be uniquely extended to continuous maps of
5t(m)0 into 'aim).
Following Kostrikin and Safarevic [6, p. 256] we call a derivation D of 2l(w)
special if

(1.6)

ywD = (yD)y{'-1)

for all y e 9l(w)0 and all reZ,

r £ 1.

It is easily seen that the special derivations of 9i(m) span a Lie subalgebra of the
derivation algebra. We denote this subalgebra by rV(m).
Now let O be a field of characteristic p>0. Let n = (nu ..., nm) he an m-tuple
of integers
¡£l. Define A(m:n) = {a e A(m) \ a(i)<pn< for 1 ^z'áw}.
Now if
a, ß g ^(zzz:n)anda-|-)8
$ A(m:n)thenp\C(a
+ ß, a). Thus9t(m:n) = <xa | aG/4(zn:/i)>

is a subalgebra of 2I(m). Define W(m : n) to be the stabilizer of 3t(m : n) in W(m).
From (1.1) and (1.3) we see that {Xi \ Ifii^m} generates %(m)0 under algebra
operations and divided power operations. Thus (1.6) shows that if D is a special
derivation satisfyingx¡D = 0 for 1 ^z^wthen
73= 0. Define derivations Du ..., Dm

of 9t(w) by

(1.7)

x"A = x"-°i

(where we set xs = 0 for ß $ Aim)). It is easily seen that if alt...,
am e %(m)
(respectively 9t(m : n)) then 2 Dja¡ e W(m) (respectively W(m : n)). For any D e W(m)

we have x¡(7) —2f=i 7)i(xJ7)))= 0 for 1 gz'^zw. Hence 7) = 2 Dj(XjD). This proves
the following lemma (due to Kostrikin and Safarevic [6]).
Lemma 2. If(z72) zs a/z-ee 2l(zw) module with basis {Dx,...,
Dm}.

Dm} and W(m:n) is a

free 9t(m:n) module with basis {Du ...,

It is easily seen that the restriction map D -*■Z)|9t(m:«) is an isomorphism of
W(m:n) into Der (%(m:n)). Thus we may, when necessary, regard W(m:ri) as a

subalgebra of Der (9t(w:n)).
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We see from (1.3)—(1.5) that ym=yr/r\ for r<p. Hence every derivation of
A(m:l) is special so that W(\: 1) is the Witt algebra [1] and the algebras W(m:\)
are the Jacobson-Witt algebras [2]. If E is an m-dimensional vector space and J^

is the flag F=F03Fi^-

• • then the algebra W(SF) of Kostrikin and Safarevic

[6, p. 261] is isomorphic to W(m:n) where dim F;_i is equal to the number of i for
which n¡ è/
Using ( 1.1) and ( 1.7) we see that multiplication in W(m : n) is defined by bilinearity

and
(1.8)

[DiXa, DjXe] = DiXa + s-eiC(a

+ ß-ej,ß)-DjXa

+ e-£'C(a + ß-ei,

a).

The binomial coefficients may be evaluated using the following remark:

If u = 2?=o "¡F*ar)d " — 2f= o vtp' then
C(u+v,u) = n?- o C(u(+ v„ «,) (mod p).
(For if we set ö = 2?= o uA(Pi— l)/(/>—1 )) it is easily seen that «!//>*= (—l)aw0!- • un\
(mod p). Defining v similarly in terms of the v{and (u + v)~ similarly in terms of the
Ui+ v¡ we see that u + v = (u + v)~ from which (1.9) follows.)
We will have occasion to use the following special cases of (1.8) and (1.9):

(1.10)
(1.11)

[DiX", D,] = Dtx"-'i.
[DiX", DjXj] = DiX"(a(j) - Sy).

We will also use the following properties of binomial coefficients:

If C(r + s-1, r) = 0 (mod p) for all r, 0 < r < s,

(1.12)

then s = pw for some weZ.

IfC(s + r-l,r)-C(s

(1.13)

+ r-l,r-l)

= -1 (mod p)

for all r, 0 < r < s, then s = pw for some w e Z.

To prove (1.12) write s = X^iPi where 0^st<p

for all i. If s=l

the result holds.

If s> 1 then C(s, 1)= 0 (modp) so by (1.9) s0 = 0. Similarly we see that if s0=Si =
• • • =Sj_j = 0 then either s=/?f or s¡ = 0. This proves (1.12). The proof of (1.13) is
similar.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Throughout this section we assume that 3> is an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p> 0.
Let 9Í be a commutative associative algebra with unit over <£. A set D =
{Du ..., Dm}of derivations of 91 is called a system if it is linearly independent over
91 and if its 9i-span, denoted by ^?(9l:D), is a Lie subalgebra of the derivation
algebra of 91. A system {Dx,..., Dm} is said to be orthogonal if [A, F>,]= 0 for all
liki,jikm.
Two systems D = {DX,..., Dm} and E={EX,..., En} are said to be
equivalent if ^f(9í:D) = ^(9í:F).
Clearly this occurs if and only if m = n and
¿)¡ = 2 Efii) f°r lá'ám
where ci; e 91 for 1 ^i,j^m
and det (ctj) is a unit in 91.
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If S3 is a subalgebra of 2Í containing cu for \-¿i,júm
and det (cy)"1 we say that
the systems are equivalent over 93. A derivation D of 21 is said to be normal if

a e 21 and aD = 0 imply that aed,
Denote by 1 the «-tuple (1,...,

1). Lety = (y1,...,

yn) he an «-tuple of elements

of 2i(m:l). For a e A(n:l) define ya = Yli=i iy?(i>/«0')0-We wil1 cal1 y a system of
standard generators for 2l(«:1) if jzf = 0 for l^íám
and {y | a g A(n :1)} is a basis
for 2t(n:l). If j» is a system of standard generators for 2t(zz:l) define derivations

QOOfor l^z'ázzby

yfiiy) = 0

ifj < i,

= 1

if j = i,

= (yi---yi-i)p-1

if./>z.

(2.1)

We now state some of Ree's results on generalized Witt algebras.
Proposition 1. (a) [7, §2] Any finite-dimensional generalized Witt algebra over
í> is isomorphic to some -Sf(9t: D).
(b) [7, Theorem 6.10] -SP(9t: /)) is isomorphic to a finite-dimensional generalized
Witt algebra if and only if 2Í is finite dimensional and there exists an orthogonal
system {£,,...,
Em} equivalent to D and satisfying the following conditions:

(2.2) If a e SUand aTf¡= Xta where A¡g O for all i, 1 á i ^ m, then either a = 0 or a
is a unit in 21.

(2.3) If a g 91andaEi = 0for all i, l^i^m,

then a e <D.

(c) [7, Theorems 8.3, 9.2] IfD is an orthogonal system of derivations ofñ satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) and z/21 is finite dimensional then 21s 2t(« :l)for some n. Furthermore there exists an orthogonal system E equivalent to D such that Ex is normal and
nilpotent.
(d) [7, Theorems 8.3, 9.3] If D is a normal and nilpotent derivation o/2I(«:l) then
there exists a system of standard generators y o/2t(zz:l) such that D = C1(y). If E
is any derivation o/2i(n:l)
such that [D, E] = 0 then 7s= 2?=i Ciy)y¡ where the
Y¡e<¡>.

(e) [7, Theorem 12.14] 7/jS?(21:D) and£P(W:E) are isomorphic and finite dimensional where D = {DU ...,

Dm} and E={EU ...,

Es} are systems satisfying (2.2) and

(2.3) then m = s.
(f) [8, Corollary 1.2] If D = {DU ..., Dm} is a system of derivations of 2l(n:l)
satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) and if p > 2 then dim Der S?(2t(«:1) : D) = mpn+ n-m.
We will now apply these results to the proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2 we
have W(m:n)s-S?(3l(wi:n):D) where Z)= {£>1|2I(/m:b),..., 7>m|2u>:/i)} and the A
are defined by (1.7). Since D is clearly an orthogonal system satisfying (2.2) and
(2.3), Proposition 1(b) shows that Wim:n) is isomorphic to a generalized Witt
algebra. This proves Theorem 1(a).
For the proof of Theorem 1(b) we wish to find a system E of derivations of

2l(«:l) such that Wim:n)sL(2Í(«:!):£).

To do this set z\=0, /t = 3 =î«i for
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2fHií¡m, and n=2"-i n¡- Then if y is a system of standard generators for 9t(n:l)
we see (using (1.1) and the fact that {xa | a e %(m:n)} is a basis for 9t(m:n)) that
the map t: xpks>-> (— l)*7i,+fe+i for 1 ¿i^m and 0^/r<n¡ extends to an isomorphism of 9l(w:n) onto 9l(n:l). It is easily seen that the derivation r"xDir of 9t(n:l)
is equal to Cí¡+1(j)-C¡i+1
C,m+ i(y).

Thus {t"1¿)1t,

+ 1(y)(j¡l + 1- • -y,(+1) for

l^i<w

.. ., T~xDmT} is equivalent

and that

T~lDmT=

to {C,i + 1(y) | 1 ^i^/n}

and

hence W(m:n) is isomorphic to ¿?(9i(n:l) : C,1 + 1(y),...,
C,m+ 1(y)).
Now by Proposition l(a-c) any generalized Witt algebra is isomorphic to some
J¡fCa(n:l):D) where D is an orthogonal system of derivations satisfying (2.2) and

(2.3). Thus Theorem 1(b) follows from
Lemma 3. If D is an orthogonal system of derivations of 9i(n:l) satisfying (2.2)
and (2.3) then there exists a sequence of integers 0 = lx < l2 < ■■■< lm< n and a system
of standard generators y o/9l(n:l) such that D is equivalent to {C,¡ + i(y) | 1 ái'gw}.
We will prove Lemma 3 in the next section.
We now determine the derivation algebra of W(m:n). This result will be used in

the proof of Theorem 1(c).
Lemma

4. Der W(m:n)

{ad Dxxa | lúiúm,aeA(m:

has

basis

Bi(m:n) u B2(m:n)

where

F1(w:n) =

n)}, and B2(m: n) = {(ad A)p* | 1 á iÛ m, 1 g k < «,}.

Proof. It is easily seen that Bi(m:n) u B2(m:n) consists of mpn + n —m linearly
independent derivations of W(m:n). lfp>2 Proposition 1(f) shows that B^m-.n) u
B2(m:n) must be a basis for Der W(m:n). Thus it is necessary only to show that
Bi(m:n) u B2(m:n) spans Der W(m:ri) when/? = 2. (The proof we give for this does
not, in fact, depend on p.) The proof has several steps.
(1) For l^i^w
define Ut to be the subspace of W(m:ri) spanned by
{DjX" | 1 ^j-¿m, a(i) =pni— I}. Then if 3> is a derivation of W(m:n) such that

Dß = f} for all j<i there exists De W(m:n) such that Df(S>+ad D) = 0 for all
j < i and Dfß + ad D) e Uf.
Proof. Let

A^ = 2 Dkx"a(k,a)

where

the

summation

extends

over

all

aeA(m:n) and all keZ, l£k£m.
If j<i then 0=[A, D?ß=\Dß,
D,] =
2 Dkx"-£ia(k, a) (by (1.10)). Hence if j<i and a(/)#0 then a(k, «) = 0 for all k.
Hence setting D = 2 Dkxa + Eia(k, a) where the summation extends over all k,
1 ¿fcgm, and over all ae A(m:n) such that a(i)^pn¡—\ gives the result.

(2) If 3} is a derivation of W(m:n) such that Dß e Ut then A^ = 0.
Proof. Let A^ = 2 Dkxaa(k, a) as in (1). Note that Ut n (W(m:n) ad A) = (0).
Now by (1.11) we see that [(A*¡)^, A] = A^>-[A*» Dß} e £/, n (W(m:n) ad A)
so A^=tA^¡,
Dß}. Thus by (1.11) we see that

2 V#,

«) = 2 Dkx%8ik-a(i))a(k,a).

Thus a(i)a(i, ce)= 0 for all a. Since a(i, a)/ 0 implies that u(i)= —I (mod /?) this shows
that a(i, a) = 0 for all a. Ifm=l this shows that Dß = 0 as required. If m> 1 andy'^i
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then [A, Dß]=-[Dß,
D,] e Uxn (W(m:n) ad A) so [Dß, DA,=Q. Similarly
[Dß, DjX,]= 0. Then (1.10) and (1.11) show that Dß = 0.
(3) Define a partial order on Zm by r £ n if and only if r¡ íS «j for 1 S i á m. Then
if S) is a derivation of fFfm : n) there exists E in the linear span of Bx(m : n) such that

W(m: r)ß-<f)£

^(w : ,•) for all r á « and W(m:\)(® -S) = (0).

Proof. It is easily seen that if r S n then

W(m:r) = {D e W(m:n) \ D(ad A)î,"' = 0 for all i, l^i^m}.
Now by (1) and (2) we can find an inner derivation Sx such that Dtß —d1) = 0
for IrSz'ázw. Then by the above characterization
of W(m:r), W(m:r)ß —S^)'^
W(m:r). Since every derivation of W(m:\) is inner (by [2, Theorem 12]) we can
find an inner derivation S2 of W(m:n) such that ^(wí:1)(^-í?i-«í2)
= (0). Since
the linear span of B^m-.n) is equal to the ideal of inner derivations of W(m:n),

this proves (3).
(4) If 3> is a derivation of W(m:n) such that W(m:l)@ = (0) and if ß e A(m:n)
is such that D,xaS¡ = 0 for all j, 1 újúm, and all «<£ but Ax^/O
for some i,
then ß=pwek for some w, £ g Z, 1 á&ázw and Dix8S¿>=Dia where ae$.

Proof. If there exist l,k,l^l^k^m,

such that j8(/c)^ 0 and ß(l) / 0 then (taking

k^i)
(DiXB)2i= [A*""^'"1'8*,

a contradiction.

Dkx8™e«ß

Hence ß = sek for some s,keZ.

= 0,

Now as [Dtx8, Djß

= 0 for

1 íkjúm we have (Dlx8)@='2 Ao¡ where the a, g 0. Then by (1.11) for 1 Hkjfkm

we have —A°í=l2

A#t, A*;]= [A^» A-x:;]^= 2 ^iaiß(j) —8tj). Setting/=z we

see that a, = 0 for all l^i whenever j8(z')= 0. But if 0(0 #0 then ß(l) = 0 and setting
j = l we again see that a, = 0. Hence (Dlx8)3)=Dia where ae <î>.
Now for 0 < r < s we have
[Dtx8, Dkxrs*ß(ad

DJ-1

= [A*s, Dkxrs«](ad DJ-1®

= Aa(C(s+z-l,r)-8ifcC(j

+ r-l,z-l)).

Also
[DiX8, Dkx"«ß(ad

Thus C(í + z--l,r)-8ikC(í

DJ-1

= [(Dxx8)S!, Dkx^](ad

+ z--l,z--l)=-8ik

DJ-1

for 0<r<i.

= - Dia8ik.

Hence by (1.12) and

(1.13) we see that s=pw as required.
(5) If 2) is a derivation of W(m : n) and if W(m : r)3¡ = (0) where 1 ^ #*< « and
r¡ <n¡ for some i, lSiám,
then there exists S in the linear span of B2(m:n) such
that W(m:rx,...,ri+\,...,
rm)ß-S)
= (0).
Proof. If W(m : r±,..., r¡+ 1,..., rm)@ = (0) we take «f = 0. If not there exists
some ß e A(m : ru ..., r,+ 1,..., rm) satisfying the hypotheses of (4). Then by (4)
(and the fact that W(m : r)3> = (0)) we see that ¡8=/>r<e„ Setting <f= (ad D^'a
where a is as in (4) we have ( A*"""')^
-')=0.
Now if/V z then (D,xp'tst)(S> -S) =
[Dpct, DiXp',e']ß-cf)
= 0. Hence
W(m : ru...,
r, + l,...,
rm)(@-c?) = (0) as

required.
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Lemma 4 now follows from (3) and (5) by induction on n.
We now prove Theorem 1(c). If rt=na(l) for l^i'^w
where a is a permutation
of {1,..., m} then it is clear from the definitions that W(m:n) and W(m:r) are
isomorphic. Conversely suppose that W(m:n) and W(s:r) are isomorphic. Then by
Proposition 1(e) m = s. Since (by the preceding remark) we may rearrange the n¡
and the rh we may assume that n^n^
■■■^nm and rx^r2^ • • • ^rm. Now define
W(m:n\o) = {D e W(m:n) | (ad D)p is an inner derivation}

and for i e N, i> 0, define
W(m:n)m = {D e W^-.n)«.»

\ W(m:n)(ad D) ç W(m:n)(i_„}.

Then clearly !F(w : n)(i)~ fF(ni : i*)(i)for all i e N. We will show that this implies that
ri = n1 for 1 ái'^m

thus proving Theorem 1(c). The proof has several steps.

(1) If 2 A<*(e W(m:n) define |2 A#¡| =min |a(|. Then a derivation cf of
W(m:n) is inner if and only if \DS\ ^ |T)| —1 for every ¿> e W(m:n).
Proof. From (1.8) we see that if S is inner then |¿><f| ^ |¿>|-1 for all De
W(m:n). If ê is an outer derivation then by Lemma 4 cf = 2r=i 2?--!1 (ad A)p,«i,+
ad F' where the ai; e O, £' e W(m:n) and some aw^0. Then setting ¿>= A*"'*"

we have |¿><f| = 0</?'-l = |A - 1.
(2) W(m:n)m= (Dix°\ 1Ä/*J* W*.!-&,.,>.
Proof. By formula (ii), p. 188 of [3], if 3? is a Lie algebra over <J>and a,be£t?
then (ad(a+ &))"= (ad a)p + (ad ¿)p + ad c for some ce&. Hence If(m :/i)(0) is a
subspace of W(m:n). Now if |«|>0 and D eW(m:n) then (1.8) shows that

\D(ad Dixa)\Z\D\

for all i", lúiúm.

Hence | ¿>(ad A*T|

è |F)| for all De

W(m:n) so that by (1) (ad Dixa)p is an inner derivation for all i, I Si Um. If «¡= 1
then (ad A)p = 0 and hence is an inner derivation.
Hence W(m:n)m^
<Axa I 1 ikilkm, \a\ ä 1 —8j>ni>. If the inclusion is proper then, since W(m:n)m is
a subspace, there is some 0^T) = 2n1?=iDtat e W(m:n)m where the a, e (¡>. Then
(ad A" = 2ni#i (ad Dt)paf is an inner derivation, contradicting the linear independence of Bi(m : n) u B2(m : n).

(3) For A:e TVdefine a subset TkçW(m:n)by Tk= (Dtx? | 1 úiúm, \a\ ^k+ 181>n)>.If«x>l then Ffc+1= {¿>e Ffc| W(m:n)(ad D)çTk} for all k e N.
Proof. It is immediate from (1.8) that
Tk+i ^{DeTk\
Conversely

W(m:n)(ad D) £ Tk} for all k e N.

assume that T) = 2 A*aßi,a £ Fk and that lF(w:n)(ad

A—Fc- Then in

particular A(a<i A 6 Tk for all y", 1 fíj^m. Thus if a(j')#0 and c7¡,a7¿0we have
|«-£y| ä& + 1 -81>n. so that |a| ^A: + 2 —Sln¡ and hence A*a e Fc + i- Thus D e Ffc+ 1
unless íií^/O for some i", 1 ¿i^w.
But then (Ax¡)(ad A = 2 D,x"blta e Tk where
è10#0. But this implies that 0^k+l
-S1-ni^ 1, a contradiction. Thus DeTk +x
proving (3).
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A(m:n) | |a|=A:}. Define P(k:m:n) to be

Let m = m' + m" where m' is the number of z such that

nt > 1. Then if m' > 0,
(2.4) dim W(m:u)/W(m:n)m = m'.
(2.5) dim W(m : n)(i)/W(m : n)(i+1)= m'P(i + 1 : m : n) + m"P(i :m:n) for all i e TV.
Proof. Since w'>0 it follows from (2) and (3) that W(m:n)m = Tt for all zgTV.
Since T,/Ti +1 has basis
{Dfxa+ Ti+1 |lá/áffl,H-

z-+l-Si<nl

= {A^ + ^i +i I 1 á/á

m',aeA(i+\:m:n)}

u {DjXa + Ti + 1 \m' < j -¿ m,ae

A(i:m:ri)},

the result is immediate.
(5) If nx>rx and «>=#/ for i<j^m
P(pr> :m:n)> P(pr> :m:r).
Proof.

Clearly

then

A(prt—l:m:n)^A(pr'—l:m:r).

P(pr>— l:m:ri)=P(prt

—\:m:r)

Let a eA(pr¡ — \:m:n).

and

Then if

jti+l

we have a(j)<pni=pri
and if júi
we have a(j)S \a\ =//' — 1 <pr'^pri.
Hence ae A(pr¡— 1 :m:r). ThusP(pr<l:m:n)=P(pri\:m:r). Also A(pr¡:m:n)^
A(prf.m:r)butpr'ei
e A(pri:m:n)
andpT¡et £ A(pr¡:m:r)
so P(pr>:m:n)>P(pnt:m:r).

(6) n(= r¡ for l^z'^w.
Proof. If not we may assume (interchanging the zz's and the r's if necessary) that
for some i we have n^r, and n, = r¡ for i<j^m. Then «i> 1 so by (2) W(m:n) is
not restricted. Then W(m:r) is not restricted since it is isomorphic to W(m:n).
Hence, again by (2), rt>\. Now we must have dim W(m:n)m = dim W(m:r)w for
all z e TV.Thus by (2.4) m' = (number of i such that «¡ > 1) = (number of z such that

/•i>1). Then by (2.5)
m'P(pr':m:n)

+ m"P(prt—l:m:n)

= m'P(prt:m:r)

+ m"P(pr'—l:m:r).

But this contradicts (5).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1(c).
3. Proof of Lemma 3. In this section we prove Lemma 3 and thus complete the
proof of Theorem 1. We continue to assume that $ is an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p > 0. We begin by showing that Lemma 3 is a consequence of the
following weaker result:
Lemma 3'. If D = {DU ..., An) is an orthogonal system of deviations o/2l(«:l)
satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) and if m^2 then there exists an integer l2, 0<l2<n,
a
system of derivations E equivalent to D, and a system of standard generators y of

2l(/z:l) jmc/zthat

A = Cy(y),
(3 in

E2 = Cl2 + 1(y),
n

Tij =

2

Cjiy)aij for i > 2 where the atj e O.
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Note that for in =1 Lemma 3 is a restatement of Proposition 1(c), (d) and for
m = 2 Lemmas 3 and 3' are identical. Assume that m>2, that Lemma 3' holds and
that Lemma 3 holds for m— 1. Let l2, E, and y be as in the conclusion of Lemma 3'.
Let S3 be the subalgebra of 9i(n:l) generated by {y¡ | i>l2}. Then for i'^2 F¡
stabilizes 33 and {F2|93,..., Fm|93} is a system of derivations of 93 satisfying (2.2)
and (2.3). Hence by the induction assumption there exists a system of standard
generators {z( \ l2<i^n} of 93, a system of derivations {F2,..., Fm} of 93 equivalent
over 93 to {F2|93,...,

Fm|93}, and a sequence

of integers l2<l3<

that F¡ = C¡;+1(z) for 2ái"ám. Thus F¡ = 2 (E^)^, for 2^i^m
Setting G, = 2 EjCif for 2^i'¿¡m, zi=yi for 1 ^i'^/2, and
G1=Ei

■■■<lm such

where the ct) e 93.

+ (G2-E2)(zi---zl2)p-x

we see that G and z satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 3. Thus Lemma 3 is a
consequence of Lemma 3'.
Now let D be as in Lemma 3'. Let S be the set of all pairs (y, E) where y is a
system of standard generators for 9i(n:l) and F is a system of derivations of
9i(n:l) equivalent to D and such that there is a sequence of integers 0</2< • • • <
lm< n such that

Fi = Ci(y),
Et = Ch+i(y)+

2

ci(y)au

for ' = 2 where the au e °-

y = ¡i + 2

By applying Proposition 1(c), (d) and the usual procedure for reducing a matrix
to triangular form it is easily seen that 5 is nonempty.
For (y, E)e S define t(y, E) to be the m-tuple (lm,..., l2,1) where the /¡ are as
in (3.2) and /=max {/1 l2+ 1 ái'^n, a2j = Q whenever l2+ 2f¿j^i}. Since l=n is
equivalent to E2 = Cl2+i(y) we see that Lemma 3' is equivalent to the statement
that there exists some (y, E) e S such that t(y, E) = (lm,..., l2, n). The proof of
this statement has several steps.

(1) (Ree [7, p. 535]) Let (y, E) e S and t(y, E) = (lm,..., l2,1). Then if l^n
there exists (y1, E') e S with t(y, E) = t(y', E') and <4,i+i = L
Proof. Set y'i = Xpi~1yiand F/ = F1A-p'1 where A is a (pl-p1*) root of o£,x+1.

(2) For ae^(n:l)

define H=2?-i

«0V"1-

If 0#a = 2 aaya where y is a

system of standard
generators
for 9t(n:l) and the aa e <1> define ||a|| =
max {||a|| | aaj=0}. Define ||0|| = —1. Let F be a derivation of 9l(n:l) such that

\\yiE\\=pi-1-l

for all i, l^ián.

Then ||/F|| = ||/|| -1 for all fe 9t(n:l), /^0.

Consequently F is a normal nilpotent derivation.
Proof. Clearly || || satisfies:

(3.3) \\fg\\S\\f\\+ \\g\\.
(3.4)If 11/11
>||g|| then ||/+g|| = ||/|.
Now yaE=lr=i (yiE)y"-\ By (3.3)

IKy.fi^-'ll = ll«||-Fi-1+(Fi-1-i)= ll««-l.
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Furthermore equality holds if and only if (yx- ■■yi-L)p-1ya-e'Ta0, i.e., if and only
if a(z)#0 and a(j) = 0 for j<i. Hence equality holds for exactly one i and so by

(3.4)||y*7i||
= 1/1-1. Fromthis it is easilyseenthat ll/£ll= ll/ll- ! for a11/6
2l(n:l),/#0.
(3) If E is a normal derivation of 2I(rc:l) and xu ..., xr; yu ...,yr
are two
sequences of elements of 2i(z?:l) such that x1E=y1E, xiE=(x1- ■-Xt-J'1
and
yiE=(y1-- -yi-J-1
for 2^z'^r, and xf=y? for 1 úiúr then x¡=y¡ for 1 ^z'áz-.
Proof. Since (*i— ji)7i = 0 we have X]_—
yx e d>. Then 0 = (x{—yp) = (x1— yj so
Xi=yi-

If X!=yu

...,

xi-1=yi-i

then (xi—yi)E=0

so as above xx=yx.

(4) Let y and E be as in (2). Denote by 2I(i)the subalgebra of 2I(«:1) generated
by Ji, ■• -, y%.Then there exists a system of standard generators z of 2l(n:l) such
that E=C1(z) and z¡ g 2X(i)for all z, 1 ^z'^n.
Proof. By (2) E is a normal derivation of 21(«:1). Moreover since ¡^¡£11=
p' -1 —1 we have y¡E e 2t(i) for all i, 1 ^ i ^ n. Thus E restricts to a normal derivation
of 2t(i). Now by Proposition 1(d) there exists a system of standard generators z of
2i(«:l) such that E=C1(z). Also there exists a system of standard generators

{Zi,..., zj of 2i(i)such that E^^C^t).

Then by (3) zx= u e 2tci).

(5) (Jennings and Ree [4, p. 193]) Let {Du...,

Dm} he an orthogonal

system

of derivations of 21. Let £¡ = 27=1 Ac« f°r ifkilkm where the cí;g2í. Then
[Ei, Ej] = 0 if and only if cnEi = cilEj for all /, l^l^m.
Proof.
m

m

[74 E,] = 22

tAcCifc,
D,Cj,]

¡c = l 1= 1

m

m

k = l 1= 1

m

= 2

D>ciCikEj-cjkEi).

k=l

(6) Let (y,E)eS,

t(y, E) = (lm,..., l2,1), l+n, a2,, +1=l, and lm<l-l2.

Then

there exists a system of derivations F equivalent to E over 2Í(¡) and a system of
standard generators z of 9t(n:l) such that (z, F)e S and t(z, F)>t(y, E) in the
lexicographic ordering.
Proof. For l^i^m
define <jí= 2™=i Ac¡; where c11= (yh +1- ■•ji)p_1> Cia=
0-(>'i---J'i)p"1),

c2i = l, c22 =-(>>!•

■•j,2)"-1,

cu=.j>,+12'< for 2<i'Sm,

ci2 =

-(Ji• • ■J¡2)p"lAi for 2<i-im, and c(; = 8iyfor 1^/gm and 2<j^m.
det (c4i) is a unit so G is a system of derivations equivalent to E over 2i(0 (for all
the cu e 2t(0). Moreover it is easily checked that ciJG1= c1,Gi for all i,j, 1 ^z, j^m.
Hence by (5) [G1}G,] = 0 for l£i£m.
We now show that G± is normal and nilpotent. Set wt=yl2 +i for l^z'^/—/2,
Wí=j¡-¡ +¡2 for /— /2+l gz'á/, and wi=ji for z>7 Now it is easily checked that
WiGi = l, wiG1 = iw1- ■-Wi-J-1

for 2^z'^/,

and wiG1= —(w1-- •wi_i)p_1 +terms
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in wu ..., w¡_i of degree less than (p— l)(i—1) for /">/. Thus ||WiGi|| =p'~x— 1 for
all i",1 ;£ i S n (where || || is defined with respect to the system of standard generators
w). Hence by (2) G± is a normal nilpotent derivation. Now by Proposition 1(d)
there exists a system of standard generators z of 9l(n:l) such that Ci(z) = G1. Also

since [Gj, G¡]= 0 we have G¡= 2?=i C/z)j8(í for 2SiSm
over by (3) for l^i'S/—12

where the ßXje <D.More-

we have zi = wi=yl2 +l. Hence

ziG2=y¡2+iG2 = 0 for

1 SiSl—l2- Thus ß2j = 0 for 1 Sjúl—12. Now by applying the usual procedure for
reduction to triangular form we obtain a system of derivations F such that
(z, F) e 5. If t(z, F) = (km, ...,k2,k)
then km^l-l2>lm.
Hence t(z, F)>t(y, E) as
required.
(7) Let y be a system of standard generators for 9í(n:l). If k>n set Cfc(y)= 0.

Then for 1 Si Un and je N, we have (Ci(y))pi= ( - iyci +,(y).
Proof. It is easily seen that (Cfy))11 and —Ci + 1(y) agree on y and hence are
equal. The general result follows by induction on/

(8) The conclusion of (6) still holds if lm= l—l2.
Proof. Set Fi = Ei+ Em and F¡ = F¡ for 2 á i á m. Then Fi satisfies the hypotheses
of (2) and hence is normal and nilpotent. Hence there exists a system of standard
generators z of 9t(n:l) such that Ci(z) = Fx. Now since

A = Ci(y),

n

E2 = Cl2+ i(y) + Cl +i(y)+

2

C¡(y)a2j,

1 = 1+ 2

and
n

A = C, +i(y)+

2

CA>H

where the «y e CD,

we have (by (7))

(3.5)

Ff = \ck +i(y)+Clm +k+i(y)+

¿

Ci +k(y)(amj)A(-l)k.

Hence

F2 = Ff'2(-l)¡3+

2

C/jOK--(«,*,,•-i2)p'2).

J = 1+ 2

Now by (3.5) Ct(y) is equal to a <1>
linear combination
there are ß2j e O such that

F2 = E2 = F?*(-iy*+

of the Ff for k^j— 1. Thus

2 Ap'i82.;+1(-iy.
j=i +i

Thus by (7)

F2 = C,2+1(z)+ 2

QWfe-

y= ¡+ 2

Similarly we see that

A = Ch+i(z)+

2
j/ = !| + 2

cX*^tf where the ß» e °
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for 2<iSm. Thus (z, F)e S and t(z, F) = (lm,..., l2, k) where k>l so t(z, F)>
t(y, E).
(9) If 1 g má ü < /¡+1 and the ai; e O then

(cuo)+ 2 Cfyfa¿y.—]tf'x)'
\

y=¡7+i

/

= -(cu+i(y)+ 2 c¿y)«iÁyu*f"y*y'") •
\
y=i(+i
/
Proof. This follows immediately from (7) and formula (ii), p. 188 of [3].
(10) If ISik/,+
1 and ií^c then

(Ci(y)+ J

Q(y)ai,(y1---yJp-1)P

= (cv+i(y)+ 2
V

j =it+i

Q.v-uiyX^r-^-l)".
/

Proof. This follows from (7) and (9).
(11) The conclusion of (6) still holds if lm> l—l2 and /^ lm.
Proof. Set Fi = Ei + Em(yi- • •j¡2 +¡m_í)p_1 and Fi = Ei for i>l.
follows from (10) exactly as (8) follows from (7).

Then the result

(12) Let (y, E) e S and t(y,E) = (lm,...,l2, I) where Ij^n. Then there exists
(z, F) e S such that F is equivalent to E over 9l(0 and t(z, F) > t(y, E).
Proof. Suppose that (y, E) is a counterexample. Then by (1), (6), (8), and (11)
we have lm>l—l2 and l<lm. Thus since l>l2 we cannot have m = 2. Thus (12) is
proved if m = 2.
We now proceed by induction on m. Assuming that (12) holds for systems of
m— 1 derivations we see that there is a system of derivations {F1;..., Fm_j}
equivalent to {Eu ..., Fm_i} over 9I(1)and a system of standard generators z of
9i(n:l) such that (z, {F1;..., Fm_x}) satisfies (3.2) for appropriate choices of the
constants

and that t(y, {Eu ...,

Em_i})<t(z,

{F1(...,

Fm_j}). Now Fm vanishes on

9l(¡) (since l<lm) so [Fm, Fi} = 0. Also 9l(¡m)F1
£9l(¡m) since each of the F¡ stabilizes
all the 9t0), Fx is an 9Í(¡) linear combination
(4) we see that z¡ e 9t(¡m)for lSiSlm-

of the F¡, and 91(¡)c9í(¡m).Thus as in

Hence ztEm = 0 for 1 S i S L- If we set Fm = Em

and apply to F the usual process for reduction to triangular form we obtain a
system G equivalent to E over 9l(¡)and such that (z, G)e S and t(z, G) > t(y, E).
(13) There exists some (y, E)e S with t(y, E) = (lm,..., l2, n).
Proof. If t(y, E) is maximal in the lexicographic ordering of t(S) then by (12)
t(y,E) = (lm,...,l2,n).
As was noted above (13) is equivalent to the conclusion of Lemma 3'. Hence
this completes the proof of Lemma 3 and of Theorem 1.
4. Automorphisms.
In this section we will determine the automorphism group
of W(m:n). Throughout this section we assume that 3> is an algebraically closed
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field of characteristic p¡±5. We begin by stating some results of Ree which relate
automorphisms of W(m:n) to automorphisms of 9t(w:«).
If 21 is any algebra, <rg Aut 2Í, and D e Der 2t then ct_173ctis again a derivation
of 21 which we will denote by D". The map ö: D -> Da is clearly an endomorphism
of Der 2t. If If is a subalgebra of Der 21 an automorphism a of 21 is said to be
admissible to W if Wö<^ W. The automorphisms of 21 which are admissible to W
form a subsemigroup of Aut 2Í which we denote by Aut (2Í: W). Clearly the map
a -> ö is a homomorphism of Aut (91: W) into End W. For the pairs (2l(m) : W(m))
and (2t(m:n): W(m:n)) more can be said. Ree [7, p. 544] has proved

Proposition

2. The map o^* ö is an isomorphism of Aut (2t(w:/i): W(m:n)) onto

Aut (W(m:n)).
We will prove (corollary to Lemma 5) a corresponding

(though weaker) result

for 2l(m).
Proposition 2 shows that to determine Aut ( W(m : n)) it is sufficient to determine
Aut Ça(m:n): W(m:n)). We will do this by determining
Autc (2I(m) : W(m)) = {a e Aut (2l(m) : Wim)) \ o is continuous}

and showing that Aut (2i(ra:«): W(m:n)) is isomorphic to the stabilizer of 2l(w:n)

in Autc Cäim): Wim)).
We now obtain (for certain subalgebras of 2t(m)) a relation between the divided
power operations and the admissible automorphisms. Note that if 2Í is any subalgebra of 2t(m) containing 1 then 9t = <P© 2t0. Since (by (1.1)) xp = 0 for all
x e 2i0 we see that if a g Aut 2t then la= 1 and 2t0cr= 2i0.
Lemma 5. Let SUbe a subalgebra of&(m) containing 1. Assume that
(4.1) If y e 2l0, r e TV,yw e%and\^s^r
then yis) e 21.
(4.2) If De Der 21 and if ymD=yir-1)(yD) for all y e 2f0 and r e TVsuch that
y(T)e 2Í then D has a unique extension to an element of W(m).
Let Wbe the stabilizer of Sitin W(m). (By (4.2) we may identify W with a subalgebra

of Der 2Í.) Assume that
(4.3) IfaeSH and aD = 0for all D e W then a e O.
Then for any o e Aut 21 the following conditions are equivalent :
(4.4) If y e 2t0, r e TV,and either yw e 21 or (ja)(r> g 2Í then ymcr = (ya)m.
(4.5) If y e 2t0, r e TV,and either y(n g 21 or (ya-1)^ e 2t then yma-x = (ya-1)ir\

(4.6) o e Aut (21: W).
(4.7) a"1 g Aut (21:IF).
Proof. Assume that (4.4) holds, y e 2l0, r e TV,and either ym e 21or (ya~ 1)(r>g 2t.
Then y<r)cj-1 = (ycj-1o)<r}cT-1 = (ycj-iyr\

Hence (4.5) holds.

Replacing

a by c1

we

see that (4.4) and (4.5) are equivalent.

Now assume that (4.5) holds and that D eW. Then if y e 2t0, r e TV,and yir) e 2t
by (4.1) we have y(r _1>g 21 and so
yWD"

= ymo-xDo

= iyo-x)wDo

= ((ya-lyr-1\ya-1D))a

= y(r~x\yD").
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Hence by (4.2) D" has a unique extension to W(m) and so D" e W. Hence
aeAut (91: W).
Conversely assume that (4.6) holds. We will verify (4.5) by induction on r.
Clearly yma~x= 1 =(ycj-x)m so it holds for r = 0. Suppose that (4.5) holds for all
ceJV such that r < s. Let y e 9t0, and either y(s) e 91 or ( yo ~ x)(s)e 9Í. Then (by (4.1 ))
either j(s_1)e9t
or (yo'1)18'1* e 91 so by the induction assumption (yo'lys~v
=

ys-i)CT-i

Then for any j) e W,
y^rj-1D

= yf»-&v-x

= (y^-VyD^cj-1

= (yo-iy-iXycj-1D)

= (/»-"a"1)^/)^-1)

= (yo'^D.

Hence (y(s)o-i-(yo-iys))D
= 0 for all D e W so by (4.3) /«^-(.ycr-1)»
e <D.
But a and the divided power operations stabilize 9t0 so yis)o~1 —(y<T~iys)e <Dn

9t0= (0). Hence (4.5) holds for all r e N. Thus (4.5) and (4.6) are equivalent.
Replacing a by o_1 we see that (4.4) and (4.7) are equivalent, proving the lemma.
Note that the algebras 9i(w) and 9l(m:n) satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma.

If 9l = 9l(m) then W= W(m) and if 91= %(m:ji) then W= W(m:n).
Corollary.

Aut (9I(m): W(m)) is a group. The map a -> s is an isomorphism of

Aut (9i(w): W(m)) into Aut W(m).
Proof. By the lemma Aut (9l(m): W(m)) is inverse closed and hence is a group.
If oe Aut ÇH(m):W(m)) then df-1 = (cr-1)~ and hence âeAut W(m). If a is the
identity then for lSi,jSm
we have xiA = c'ij= 8iJCT"1= (xjA)CT_1 = (^iA)or~1 =
(Xja-^A.
Thus xiCT
= xi for ISiSm
and hence xp,£>= (xi)(p') = (x¡a)<!,í)= (xt)(p,)a
= xp,£'cr for all y'eyV. Since the xp'e< generate 9I(w), a is the identity. Hence
cr-> 5 is an isomorphism.
Before we can determine Autc (9t(w) : W(m)) we need more information about
the topology of 9t(m) and the divided power operations. This is contained in the
next two lemmas.

Lemma 6. (a) 9t(m)i9í(w)íc9l(in)i +) +1,
(b) (9t(m)i)(i)£9f(m)y(i + 1)_1.
Proof. Recalling that 9l(m)¡ consists of linear combinations of {xa | |a|äi'+l}
we see that (a) follows from (1.1). Now if |a| ä i + 1 then by (1.3) (xayn e9l(w)J(i + 1)_i.
Assuming that (b) holds for ally such that lSj<k
and that x, y e 9t(m)¡ are such
that x(fc), y(we9í(w)Wi + 1)_1, we see by (1.4), (1.5) and (a) that (x + by)(i)e
9i(w)fc(i+ 1)_1 for all b e <t>.Thus (9t(m)i)<fc)Ç9l(w)wi+ 1)_1. Since S(m), is dense in
9t(w)¡ and the divided power operations are continuous, (b) is proved.

Lemma 7. Let x, y e 9((m)0, r, seN,
(4.8)

x(r,x(s) = C(r + s, i-)x(r + s).

(4.9) (xy)(r) = r!x(r)y(r).
(4.10)

(x(r))(s) = ((rs) )/(r !)ss !)x(rs).

r¡£ 1. Then
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Proof. For r, s e TVdefine
93r,s = {xe9L(m)0

| xmxis)-C(r+s,

r)x(r + s) = 0}.

Set 93= p) 93rs. Then (4.8) is equivalent to the statement that 93= 2l(m)0. Since
each 23riSis the kernel of a continuous map, 23 is closed, and hence to prove that

23= 2I(w)0, it is sufficient to prove that 33= l(m)0, i.e., that x" e 33 for all 0#a g
A(m) and that 23 is closed under addition and scalar multiplication. Now it is
easily seen from (1.3) that xa e 23 for all O^a e A(m) and from (1.4) that 23 is
closed under scalar multiplication. If x, y e 93 then by (1.5)

(x+yyr)(x+y)(s) = (2

xuyr-A(^

= 22

*ty~*j

C(i+J>0C(r+s-i-j,

r-z>(i+«yr +s-i-«

i=0 J=0

r+s

= 2

Akx{kYr +s-k)

>c=0

where
1= min (r.Je)

Ak=

C(k,l)C(r+s-k,r-l).
I = max(0,fo-s)

Now by comparing coefficients of iuk/k\)ivr +s-k/ir + s —k)\) in the identity
((u + v)r/r\)((u+vy/s\)
= C(r + s,r)(u + v)r +s/(r + sy. in Z[u, v] we see that Ak =
C(r + s,r)

C(r+s,

for O^k^r

+ s. Hence

(x + y)(r)(x+y)(s) = C(r + s, r) Zrk+J0xikYr + s~k) =

r)(x+y)(r +s) so that x+y e 93. This proves (4.8).

To prove (4.9) define (for x e 2l(w)0)
33(x) = {ye SH(m)a\ (xy)w-r\

x(rYr) = 0 for all reN}

and define 93= {x e 2t(/w)0| 93(x)= 2h»0}.

Then 93= n93(x)

where the inter-

section is taken over all x e 2t(«z)0. Then proving (4.9) is equivalent to showing
that 33= 2l(w)0. As above 23Qc)is closed. Furthermore it is obviously closed under
scalar multiplication. It is easily seen from (1.3) that for any O^a, ß e A(m),

x"e?B(xe). If y, z g 23Qc) then (1.5) and (4.8) show that y + ze 93(x). Hence
93(xa)^2í(w)0 and so 23(xa) = 2I(m)0 for all 0^aeA(m).
23= 2t(/w)0as required.
Finally to prove (4.10) we set
23 = {x e 2i(z«)0 | (x(r))(s)-((z-i)!/(r!)sj!)x(rs)

Hence 9322t(m)0 and so

= 0 for all r, s e TV,r ^ 1}.

As above it is sufficient to prove that 23= 2t(m)0 and since 93 is closed it is sufficient
to show that x" e 93 for all O^ae A(m) and that 93 is closed under addition and
scalar multiplication. It follows immediately from (1.3) and (1.4) that xa e 23 for
all 0#a g A(m) and that 93 is closed under scalar multiplication. If x, y e 93 then
(r

\ is)

r

2 *<yr
-») = 2 n (^V"i,)<i')
i=0

/

(= 0
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(where the summation extends over all sequences/,...,/
of elements of N such
that 2i = oTi= í)- Then by (4.9) and the assumption that x, y e 93 we have

(x(Vr-T')

- (070!((i--i)7i)!/(0-!)(i--i)!y/!)x<i'ly(-w.).

Then by (4.8)

y~[(x'V"0)"'' =(t\ (rs-ty./Yl^xr-iy.yjii))^/"-^
¡= 0

\

/

i=0

/

where r = 2i = o ij\. Thus ((x+y)<r))<s) = 2t = o Atxífíylrs-tt where

At= t\(rs-ty.2 fi wmmr~wm
i=0

where the summation is over all sequences j0,...,/
of elements of A^ such that
2? =oJi = s and 2¡ =o Ut=r- Now by comparing the coefficients of (ti'/r \)(v" _t/(rs— t)!)
in the identity ((u + v)r/r\)s/s\ = ((rs)\/r\s s') ((u + v)rs/(rs)\) in Z[u, v} we see that
s\ for OStSrs.
Hence by (1.5) ((x+yyrJs)
= ((rs)l/r\s s!)(x+y)(rs) so

At = (rs)\/r\s

x+yeiö.

Hence 93= 9t(w)0.

Lemma 8. ¿el a e Aut 9i(m) be continuous. Then the following conditions are
equivalent :
(4M) y(r)cx= (yo)w for all y e 9t(w)0 and all r e N.

(4.12) x}p,>cr
= (xjct)^'' forlSiSm

and all j e N.

Proof. Clearly (4.12) is a special case of (4.11). Assume that (4.12) holds and
set 93 ={y e 9l(m)0 | ymo —(yoyr) = 0 for all r e N}. Now 93 is closed under addition

(by (1.5)), scalar multiplication (by (1.4)), multiplication (by (4.9)), and the divided
power operations (by (4.10)). By (4.12) x¡ e 93 for 1 ^i<m. Hence 933 9t(m)0. But
93 is closed since <r and the divided power operations
93= 9I(in)0 proving the lemma.

are continuous.

Hence

Lemma 9. Let o be a continuous endomorphism ofñ(m). Then o e Aut (9t(m) : W(m))

if and only if o satisfies (4.12) and
(4.13) det (XjCTA)is a unit in 9t(w).
Proof. Suppose that a is an endomorphism

of 9t(w) satisfying (4.11). Then for

any a e A(m) by (1.1), (1.3) and Lemma 6 we have xao = n x\a(mo = Yl (x¡cr)(a<i))e

A(m)íttí-i. Hence 9t(m)icj£9l(m)i for all ieN and so o induces linear maps
cr¡: 9l(/n)t-i/2í(>w)i -* 91(/m)(- i/9í(/w)t for all i e N.
Now suppose that cr e Aut (9t(m) : W(m)). Then by Lemmas 5 and 8 cj satisfies
(4.11) and (4.12). Now since cris an automorphism ox is surjective. Since 9í(m)0/9l(w)1
is finite dimensional ax is bijective. Relative to the basis {xi + 9l(w)1 | 1 áíám)
of
9I(ni)0/9t(in)1, oi has matrix (xtoDjip) where \/>is the projection of 9l(m) = 9t(w)0 © <T>
onto <ï>.Since o± is a bijection 0 # det (x¡crDfl>)= (det (x¡crD¡))^ so (4.13) holds.
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Conversely if (4.12) and (4.13) hold and a is an automorphism then by Lemmas
5 and % a e Aut (2t(w): W(m)). Hence it is sufficient to show that o is an automorphism, i.e., that a is bijective. We begin by showing that a{ is bijective for all

ieN.
Since det(xicrDJ4')¥:0, <ti is bijective. Assume that ot is bijective for all i<j.
Now 2l(m)3•_1/W(m)j is finite dimensional so to show that a, is bijective it is sufficient to show that it is surjective. Thus it is sufficient to show that if a g A(m) and
\a\=j then there exists y e 2i(ra),_i and z g 2í(w);- such that
(4.14) ya = xa + z.
Now if a=jek for some k then by (1.3) xa = xki). By the result for a, there exist
ji g 2I(zrz)0and zx e %(m)x such that yxa = xk + z1. Since (4.12) and hence (by Lemma
8) (4.11) hold we have yíi)ct= (y1<jyfí= (xk + z1)U). Now by (1.5) and Lemma 6 we
have (xk + z1)U)= xki)+ z where z = 2¡;¿ Jc")zí,_l>e 2l(m)J. Thus setting y=y(P we
see that (4.14) is satisfied. If a is not of the form jek then we may write a=ß + y

where ¿3#0, y#0 and C(o,j8)=l. (For if a(k)^0 set ß = a(k)ek, and y = «-^.) If
|j8|=z' then \y\=j—i. Since i,j—i<j by the induction assumption we may find
j>i g 2t(m)i_i, Zi g 2t(m)j, j2 g 2í(m)í_¡_i, and z2 G 2l(m)í_¡ such that y1a = x8 + z1
and j>2o-= x,'-|-z2. Then setting y=yxy2 we see that yo = xa + z where z = xßz2 +
xyzx + zxz2. By Lemma 4 y e 9t(w)J _ ! and z g 2l(m);. Hence a} is bijective and so
by induction a( is bijective for all i.

Now suppose x e ker a. Then if x e 2t(m)i_1, x + 2i(m)i g ker ct¡so that x e 2l(m)¡.
Hence kerr/^H
2t(w)¿ = (0) so o- is injective. Finally if xeSH(m) then x = a + x0
where a e <£ and x0 g 2í(zm)0.Since r/! is bijective there exists yx e 2l(m)0 such that
xo~yia —Xi e S&(m)1.Suppose that x, e 2t(w)j and y¡ e 1t(m)i-1 have been defined
for z->z'ä 1 so that xi-1—y,a = xi. Then since ar is bijective there exists yr e 2i(m)r_i
such that xr-i— yTa = xr e %.(m)r. Thus we may inductively define x¡ and y¡ for all

i e TV.Then
00

00

x = a + x0 = a+ 2 ÍXi-1—Xi)= a+ 2 JiCT¡= 1

i= l

Then, by the continuity of a, x = ya where y = a + ^2j= x yx. Hence a is bijective. This
completes the proof of Lemma 9.

Corollary
1. Ifyy,...,
ym e 2í(w)0 and det (j¡ A) 's a Mni?m^n there is a unique
a e Autc (S)i(m): W(m)) satisfying y, = a¡(j for l^iúm.

Proof. Obviously there is a unique continuous
yi=Xicr for l^i^m

endomorphism

o of 2t(m) with

and satisfying (4.12). By the lemma a e Autc (2t(m): W(m)).

Corollary
2. Each a e Aut (2i(m : n) : W(m : n)) can be uniquely extended
d e Autc CH(m):W(m)).

to

Proof. Let o e Aut (2I(m:/i): W(m:n)). In the same manner as in the lemma we
see that det (x^aD,) is a unit in 9i(zw:n) and hence in 2i(zw). Then by Corollary 1
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there is a unique ö e Autc (2l(m): W(m)) such that x¡ct= Xi<7for \^i-¿m. By Lemma
5 this implies that a and 5 agree on 2I(z?z:/z)proving the lemma.
Thus Aut (2t(zM: n) : W(m : «)) may be identified with the stabilizer of 2t(m : n) in
Autc (2t(zw): W(m)). Clearly a e Aut (2t(m): ^(w)) stabilizes 2I(m:/i) if and only if
(xpisi)o-e2t(w:n) for all 1 gz'^m and all 0^j<n¡.
Setting xiv=yi and using (4.11)
we see that this is equivalent to y(ipl)e 9X(zn:/i) for all 1 Si^m and all 0^j<nt.
Lemma 10. If x = ^a(a)xa where the summation is over all aeA(m:n)
and the
a(a) g O then x<p,)g 2t(m:n) for all j, l^j^k
if and only if a(ple¡) = 0 whenever

Proof. By (1.5) we see that xip,) e %(m:n) for all ;', l^júk

if and only if

(xa)ip,) e<ñ(m:n) for ally, lújúk
and all aeA(m:n)
such that a(a)^0. By (1.3)
we see that ify'ä 1, (jca)(p,)= 0 unless a=plex for some 1 ^z'^m and le TV,and that
(xPhtyvO = xP'+<eKThus (^ypi) e <%(m:n) un)ess „=/,iej where l+j^m.
Define S(m:n) to be the set of all w-tuples (yu ..., ym) such that, for 1 ^i^m,
y¡ = 2 a(i, a)xa where the summation extends over all 0 # a e A(m : n), the a(i, a) e
O, a(i,p'ej) = 0 whenever «¡ + /— 1 ^njt and det (j¡AJ is a unit.
Let V(m) be an w-dimensional vector space over í> with basis {vu..., vm} for
1 gz^w. Define subspaces Vim:n)i of K(m) for 1 ^i^m by

l/(w:/i)i = <i>y| zz, = max {zjfcj1 ¡g k S ni}},

and
F(w : n), = <j>j\ n, ^ max {nk | 1 ík k fí m,vk$ Vim : n\ _i}> for z ^ 2.

Let -f(m:n) he the flag
f»

= F(m:n)m 3 K(m:«)m_! 2 »«-a

Kim:«), 2 (0).

Then we have the following description of Aut ( W(m : n)) (which has been proven
in the special cases » = 1 by Jacobson [2, §8] (where we must note that since $ is

algebraically closed r=0) and «i=l by Ree [7, Theorem 12.13]):
Theorem 2. Let <S>be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p^5. Then
Aut ( W(m : n)) is isomorphic to Aut (2i(w:n): W(m:n)). The map o -> (xxo, ■■■, xmcr)
is a bijection of Aut (%(m : n) : W(m : n)) onto S(m : n) and Aut (2I(w : n) : W(m : n)) has
a solvable normal subgroup 3SYsuch that Aut (9I(w : n) : W(m : n))/á?i is isomorphic to

the stabilizer off^(m:n) in GL (V(m)).
Proof. As mentioned above Ree has proved the isomorphism of Aut (W(m:n))
and Aut (9I(m:«): W(m:n)). Lemma 10 and the corollaries to Lemma 9 show that
the map a-*■ (x^,...,
xma) is a bijection of Aut (2t(m:n): W(m:n)) onto S(m:n).
To prove the last statement we let á?¡ be the subgroup of Aut (2l(ra : n) : W(m : «))
consisting of all automorphisms which induce the identity on 2í(w:/í)0/9í(m:w)¡.
Now the map cr-> (a(i, ey))iSi iEm is easily seen to be a homomorphism
of
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Aut (%(m:ri): W(m:n)) onto the subgroup of GL (m:<l>) consisting of all matrices
(%) such that atj = 0 whenever n¡ —ny^l, i.e., onto the stabilizer of f"(m:n) in
GL(F(w)). Clearly the kernel of this homomorphism is SSX.Thus we need only

show that SBi is solvable.
Let C7je â§i. Then if x e 9l(m:n)0 we have x=XCTtmod %(m:n)x. We claim that
if x e yi(m:n)k then x=xct¡ mod 9l(w:n)j +(c. To see this note that 'ñ(m:n)k is
spanned by the xa where |a|a&+l.
Since xa = FT.*yaü>) Lemma 6 shows that
xa=xacj4 mod 9l(n2:7»)¡+ |a|-i giving the result. Now (following [2, p. 117]) we let
x e 9t(w:«)o, ^6^
and T}eâS}. Then xoi~1 = x + x' where x' e 9t(nz:n)¡, xt;"1 =
x + x" where x"e9í(w:»)y, x'tí-1=x' + x'" where x" e S&(m:n)i+J, and x"ct¡= x" + x""
where x"" e 9í(w:n)l+í. Then we have the following chain of equalities and congruences mod 9t(w : n)¡+¡ :
X<r¡'1TJ-1oiTj = (x + x')rf1oiTj

= (x + x'+

x"+ Xm)oiTi

= (X + X' + X")<riry = (x + x" + x"")Ty

= (x + x")t, = X.
Thus (ct„ x/)e^4

+;, Now for i>2?=iPn',

9t(w:n)¡ = (0) so ^={1}.

Hence ^

is

solvable.
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